
   

       

  Easter Party Eggstravagance
 

£79.14 £71.22
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Ideal for a family, students or an office group the "Easter Party"
basket features a selection of Easter eggs, chocolates, sweet treats
and a selection of non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice drinks

  Details
 
If you’re looking for the perfect gift for a family this Easter then look no further. The Easter Party Eggstravagance gift basket is bursting with an
incredible selection of Easter delights. It truly encapsulates everything an Easter gift should be; fun, fresh and full of chocolatey treats.
Combining a variety of tastes and flavours, The Easter Party Eggstravagance contains something for the whole family to fight over - I mean
share! Of course no Easter gift would be complete without the quintessential Easter eggs, so we’ve included not one, but three! The
generational favourite, Cadbury’s chocolate for a younger family member perhaps. While including the epitome of Swiss excellence in the form
of two golden chocolate Easter eggs and hand-crafted, golden bunnies by the master chocolatiers of Lindt. Next, we have added a deliciously
indulgent chocolate fudge cake by The Original Cake Co. Perfect served cold, but even better served hot with a dollop of clotted cream. The
Easter Party Eggstravagance also includes deliciously rich chocolate buttons by Doisy & Dam, a selection of crisps and pretzels and peanut
butter cups. All of these irresistible treats are perfectly accompanied by the inclusion of four award-winning bottles of Luscombe Fruit Crush.
Made with fresh fruit blends and Devon spring water these sophisticated glass bottles contain no artificial colours, flavour enhancers or
preservatives. So you can rest assured that your lovely recipients are only getting the best, of the very best. Guaranteed to go down a treat this
Easter!

Additional Information
 
Contents Lindt Easter Egg - Golden Bunny 115g Lindor Easter Egg 133g Cadbury Easter Egg Lindt 5piece Bunny Set

50g Chocolate Log Cake Hand decorated, Original Cake.co. Gluten Free Sharing Biscuits Rhythm108,135g
Caramel Chocolate Buttons GNAW 150g LowCalorie Cheesy Pretzel Spelt Bites Indie Bay 26g Vegan Peanut
Buttercups Love Raw 34g Irish Cheddar&Onion Hand Cooked Crisps Shindigs 40g Sparkling Apple Juice
LongMeadow 250ml x2 Pure Apple Juice LongMeadow 250ml x2 Decorated in Luxury Satin Ribbon
Greetings Card for your Personalised Message Presented in a Magnetic Hamper Valise Case
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